emerging

T

he platform is very
effective and is being
adopted by various
organizations to bring
in complete transparency by
decentralizing the data using
blockchain and delivering
a basic platform to all the
stakeholders involved to share
information promoting ethical
business conduct.
Ethical & Transparent
Platform
It reduces exploitation in
the forms of poor working
condition, harassment, low
wage payment & child labour,
and serves as a hub for
various small- and mediumsize retailers, suppliers &
workers to trade together in
the Namahe Ecosystem and by
creating tools & interfaces for
each tier and empowering all
stakeholders through the use
of blockchain.
It enables the retailers and
suppliers to trade together
in a secure marketplace
with conﬁdence eliminating
unwanted expenses on travel
trips or paying commissions
to the mediators. Namahe
also provides its clients
the additional advantage of
ensuring full transparency of
their supply chain.
Decentralization
through AI
Strengthened by permissioned
IBM Hyperledger blockchain
platform and Google Artificial
Intelligence (AI), Namahe
works as a silent monitoring
system in real time with an
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services
advanced general intelligence to
detect delays, fraud or unusual
events, such as extreme
weather events or floods, that
may influence the functioning
of the supply chain and triggers
a chain of corrective measures
involving notifications and
programmed actions based
on its prediction accuracy, and
thus boosts the supply chain.
Namahe offers a huge
potential to industries by
compelling underperforming
or inhumane supply chain
members to either improve
or run the risk of losing
their
business
contracts
and significantly reduces
the unwanted audit cost and
expenses.
The ethical supply chain
loaded with the blockchain
technology
provides
a
public decentralized ledger
that guarantees optimum
visibility for suppliers besides
preventing exploitation and
empowers its users to keep
track of key performance
indicators
including
the
number of working hours
along with the amount of
work performed to ensure the
payment of correct wages.
Hence, Namahe guarantees
a fair minimum wage for
workers, improving their life
standard and preserving their
human rights. By providing a
single transparent platform to
its users, it helps in identifying
new business partners and
assessing
each
other’s
competence level resulting in
an overall improvement in the
supply chain efficiency.

Namahe

Offering Intelligent Solutions

Established with a vision to set a novel benchmark in the
industry to acquire transparency and connecting different
elements of a value chain, Namahe provides an intelligent
end-to-end supply chain platform ensuring ethical
sourcing in their supply chains, cutting down auditing
expenses and reducing the risk of negative publicity

